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WATER
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The Wisdom of the Stream
The wisdom of the stream
is in the eternal flow
that moves along the sinuous channels it is given
does not stop to wonder why.
The wisdom of the stream
is in the stones of many colors and shapes
hard, grounded, steadfast
silent on the stream bed.
The wisdom of the stream
is in the life it holds in both rushing water and still pools
the fish, the newts, the striders, the larvae
the microscopic gatherings of cells that can only live
in water untainted.
The wisdom of the stream
is in its fullest form, overflowing its banks
showering life on land with its bounty:
sediment, oxygen, moisture, nutrients
its power to uproot the old gives seeds of promise
that lie in muddy wait the chance
to rise up into riparian renewal.
-Roxanne E. Bogart
Roxanne E. Bogart is a wildlife biologist and writer, whose poems have
appeared in The Burlington Poetry Journal, Poetry Quarterly, and
Naturewriting.com. She spends her personal time hiking in the woods and
meadows of Western Massachusetts, where she gathers inspiration for her
writing. Visit roxannebogart.com.
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To a Fish in the Pacific Vortex
Here.
Take my empty six-pack rings.
Slip your head in the noose and slink back to the mire
you slunk from.
Wiggle your nose in the weeds on the beds of
scummy seas,
grumbling for an explanation or recalling abduction.
To have seen the light of the world above the horizon,
to have been on the surface gasping for water,
to have squirmed in the boat with the rusty fishhooks,
and to fall back into the ocean with the dead chum,
and still not understand.
There is no depth:
you cannot plumb.
There is no death:
no pit at the bottom.
Only this clear slime we all swim through.
It is not the hardness of things that makes them hard.
Things are hard because things are
soft, fleshy, brittle:
the supple nipple soaked in BPA,
the toxins on the baby’s tongue,
and scales flaking off at the touch of the knife.
I don’t suppose these things mean much to you.
Your populations never could be ours.
We waste our sorrow wondering what to do
while you spawn semelparous some thousands of
eggs.
-Frank Fucile
Frank Fucile recently moved from Virginia's James River to Wisconsin's
Chippewa. His work has been published in Kenyon Review and Forklift, Ohio.
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Splash! - Ryan Dillis
Freelance photographer who focuses on nature and travel. Originally from
Boston, I've visited 46 out of the 50 states in the US and have traveled around
the world with my camera.
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Drips of Dew
Long ago and far away,
atop a mountain,
Promises were made.
Ideal, naive selves present.
Words without witness
fall too easily
to the ground.
Do they splash or pop?
Or land with great thud?
No.
The words slowly drip, like
the morning dew sinks
into the forever forest floor.
One day woken, the forest overgrown.
Not with the words that planted it,
but the lost intentions
of past pain sounds.
Hold my hand,
but let me be.
None of this is fair.
Hold my hand,
and walk away.
Love yourself deeply.
Breath in the crisp fresh air.
-Jill Blake
Jill Blake is a curious human whose poetry infuses nature, gritty emotions and
empowered vantage points to life's struggles. She has worked as a nationally
recognized youth-focused community organizer, a high school student services
center director, health educator and mindfulness coach. She is currently on
sabbatical. Her work can be found in Tiny Seed Literary Journal and Caustic
Frolic.
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Wondertale Written on a Girl’s Body
They say I buried stone towns under walls
of mud and cracked cities with tremors.
I frosted the orange groves—kicked up
an anthrax wind. Gasp, girl, people say,
shoving me. Powdered judges in wigs hear
how in my severity I blacked out valleys
with EMPs, and asphyxiated with skin rot
a species of thumbnail frog I’d held. Now,
I am forbidden in the royal amphibiary.
My body has turned the kingdom to dead reeds.
It was my own mother who sent in the sea
captain. Kelp trails him, and we stay up late
reading The Voyage of the Beagle. He takes
three weeks alone to unbutton my sleeve.
When I laugh, even he does not know: everything
will begin over again: the buffalo tramping back
from the west, the Brace’s emerald, pygmy elephant,
Carolina parakeet—restored. Vines will pull
the bridges down strut by strut, and the augur
drop his scope when the first of the last
great auks reappears before our iron seagates.
-Mirande Bissell

Mirande Bissell received her MFA from Bennington College in 2019, and lives
and works near Baltimore, Maryland.
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Tides
Liquid salty skin
Lifted, pooled by stealthy moon
Wishing. Revealing.
-Josephine Pino
Josephine is a biologist educator who has recently discovered that poetry,
teaching, and science not only play well together, they help each other thrive.
She has published in El Portal, Cathexis NW, Curating Alexandria, Raw Art
Review, and Tiny Seed Literary Journal.

Sambre Canal - Frank Fucile

Sambre Canal, outside Ors, France, 4 November 2018. This
photograph was taken near the site of poet Wilfred Owen’s death
a century earlier.
Commentary on page 77
Frank Fucile recently moved from Virginia's James River to Wisconsin's
Chippewa.
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Splash - Michelle Wittensoldner

I am an amateur photographer from Ohio. I enjoy taking photos of the simple
everyday beauties that the world offers us. My focus is mainly on Landscapes
and animals.

Every Drop

Your light singes my roots
even deep underground, where
worms revel in your joy
and all the days' secrets line up
awaiting their turn to kneel and
unwrap their daily truths in the
comfort of the chambered soil.
If I were a seed, I would wait
for your touch before sprouting,
and only then would I surge
to the surface, swallowing
your gift. Greedy but grateful,
I'd open, drink every drop.
- Robert Okaji
Robert Okaji lives in Texas and occasionally works on a ranch. The author of
five chapbooks, most recently I Have a Bird to Whistle (Luminous Press,
2019), his work has appeared or is forthcoming in Claw & Blossom, Kissing
Dynamite, Vox Populi and elsewhere.
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Water
Water recycled as if through Vegas slot machines,
jackpotting back into Lake Mead.

Water that traversed Tyrannosaurus’ bladder,

now served in crystal goblets at 4-diamond restaurants.

Water arisen from coal mines by bucket brigade, then steam engine pump,
leading to transcontinental trains fueled by more coal.
Water fresh from the tap, four billion years old.

Water made squeaky clean for microchips, bitter to the tongue.
Water of the R.O, the D.I, the UV and H2O carbon filter.

Water tainted by blood, bowel and bile, filtered cleaner than aquifers.
Water in the kiddy pool, heated by gallons from mama’s teakettle.

Water from the hose down the slip-and-slide, 50 pounds per square inch.
Water at the self-serve car wash that gobbles grease in its soapy traps.
Water of the pressure washer hobbyist, cleaning over clean.
Water warmed to soothe frostbite, promote sleep.

Water cooled to waylay heat stroke, sparkle sodas.

Water drunk from jerry-rigged tarp awnings by oceanic castaways.
Water of fountains, aqueducts, spas and lap lanes.

Water of storm sewers, sloughs, spillways and downspouts.

Water in the half-filled rainbarrel, more welcome in a drought than beer.
Water in a plastic bottle that took five bottles of water to craft.

Water trapped in rock oceans hundreds of miles beneath our feet.
Water trapped in ice that, if melted, could cover the earth.

Water trapped in the steamy phantasmagoria of our dreams.

Water that slants sunshine into python patterns at the bottom of the pool.
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Water that breeds aquatic freaks at sea’s bottom where the sun don’t shine.
Water for dogs, water for industry, water for chocolate.
Water for beauty and for wiping clean the ugly.

Water as wasted on the golf course as its drunken executives.

Water that condenses, evaporates, rushes, babbles, frolics, falls, stagnates.
Water flooding the Mississippi and missing from the Murray.
Water of the Delhi outskirts one hour a day.

Water of Mother Ganga absolving sin in toxic sludge.
Water of oceans desalinized for Perth gardens.

Water utility stock prices that drop when rain falls.
Water that we’ve used and we’ve abused.

Water that can never seem to be used up.
-Cynthia Gallaher

Cynthia Gallaher, a Chicago-based poet, and playwright, is author of four
poetry collections, including "Epicurean Ecstasy: More Poems About Food,
Drink, Herbs and Spices" (The Poetry Box, Portland, 2019), and three
chapbooks, including "Drenched" (Main Street Rag, Charlotte, N.C., 2018),
poems about liquids. Follow her Facebook page at @frugalpoets. Website:
http://bit.ly/swimmerpoet
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Aqua Botanica - Linda Briskin
Aqua Botanica preserves seaweed washed up on the
western shores of Newfoundland, and captures both its
essence and its dimensionality. The series speaks to the
capacity of art to transform and re-imagine found objects.
Linda Briskin is a fine art photographer with a passion for nature. She seeks
light, lines, shadows, texture and reflections, and images that last only a
breath. She recognizes that landscape is invented through our gaze. She often
uses photo-collage to highlight the ambiguities in what we choose to see, and
the permeability between the remembered and the imagined.
www.lindabriskinphotography.com/
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Birth of Rain
Leaves turn their backs on me
silver sides flapping
like huddled gossips whisper
about the coming rain.
Pregnant clouds bloom
ripen into labor,
they've been holding on
for a cool, midwife wind.
Dark heads crown against
hot, sodden stillness,
first drops merge
push forth a glorious deluge
a resurrection of rain
baptism of yearning,
newborn in thunder song
-Elizabeth Paxson

Elizabeth Paxson is a poet, writer and artist. She lives among the mutable
waters and woods of northern Michigan, and finds solace there. She is
passionate about preserving and protecting nature. Her first chapbook,
Always Birds, is due in 2019.
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Love and Water
After a full body massage my body is an ocean—I swim inside it.
I saw the creator there; no, I felt the creator; no, I knew the creator
and she was a pool and I
wanted to dive in, swim in her too.
It’s all back to water, back to whence we came, back to large life
liquid listening to what we’re
made of:
Love

and

water.

-Samantha Kolber

Samantha Kolber’s poems have appeared in Rise Up Review, Hummingbird:
The Magazine of the Short Poem, Red Silk: A Red Tent Anthology, Hunger
Mountain, Minerva Rising, The Meadow, Nefarious Ballerina, Synezoma, and
PoemCity. Prizes include runner-up in the 2010 Ruth Stone Poetry Prize and
first place in the 2014 J. Richard Barry Memorial Award from The Poetry
Society of Vermont.
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By a Stream You Could Leap Across, Easily
From the speckled pond
beneath the streetlamps,
flit tiny fish.
They venture out to
the ripples, the ruffles
the downhill run.
They could be trout
or some other
tiny torpedo made of
dancing sinews,
fins like smoke.
They wear
blue black overcoats
and silver vests,
watchful for the birds,
the trees,
pH changes,
the grasses
littered in sunlight.
Another drain of
a place zoned
semi industrial.
There is no end
to the stream,
trickle additions,
only a growing
water’s plunge.
Somewhere
an ocean beckons.
- Travis Stephens
Travis Stephens was raised on a Wisconsin dairy farm. Gone west, he is a
tugboat captain who lives with his family in California. His recent credits
include Cirque, Apeiron Review, Gravitas, Crosswinds Poetry Journal, Sheila,
Sheila-Na-Gig, and Dead Mule School of Southern Literature.,
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Meeting the Dawn - Patti Castagne

Photography provides a means of meditation to come into the moment by
simply looking through the viewfinder. That view provides a grounding,
the ability to just be in that place and capture whatever I am feeling or
going through in that moment. It can also bring me to a peaceful place if
I’m in another moment; another time. Outside noises and distractions cease
except for the sounds right here.
Patti Castagne is a photographic artist living on Long Island, New York. Her
work has been featured in exhibitions in the United States and local publications.
She began photography about 10 years ago as a tool to heal from the
experience of PTSD from the military and 9-11. www.patriciacastagne.com/
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Ode to the Autumnal Atlantic
Awaken, mother
stir from your slumber
a secret lies in your belly
call to the people
as they come to your shores
for ceremony
do not be still
dance your autumn dance
your elegant chaos
your primordial charm
you, of holy transport
tidal rhythms
move through salted body,
and play with the north wind,
joy oscillates in your expanse
and knows no bounds
your daughters bring to our feet
garlands of tumbling joy,
miracle mountains of sapphire blues
translucent caves, rising from your arms
to meet the sky
you turn men to birds
in flocks they come sit
in your pool of giants
and wait for hollow columns
to swell from your heavy sea
a mystery of rites
the people rise to greet
your gifts of dawn,
to draw ancient shapes
upon your face
and in this season,
we lay in wait for your rage
to wipe our lands of labor,
and drag our shelter
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into the mouth of the sea
and through your wrath
teach us what we have forgotten
community, harmony, love
though you may devastate us
we owe you all
our broken homes lay
scattered across your shores
our streets flooded in your moon water
our limbs torn and broken
in efforts to contain your fury
you bring wisdom to our people
elder on the shores of time
fires of youth dance before your watchful gaze
swelling is your truth
that sweet low murmur
ancient one,
we cry mercy from our lips
for we know not what we do
when we lay waste at your shore
and defile your providence
you were the sky, before we had wings
you are the sky, to those who know you well
carrying us, weightless
communing
salt and spirit
-AJ Letterel

AJ is a creative and graduate student living in New York. He currently works
for the State University of New York at Old Westbury. Reach AJ at
www.ajletts.com.
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Fog and Mist in the Morning - Briana Gervat
Equal parts poet, journalist, and art critic, Briana received her masters in Art
History at the Savannah College of Art and Design. After graduating from
SCAD in Spring 2014, she traveled to Rwanda to further her academic
research and volunteer among the survivors of the 1994 genocide. In the years
that followed she self-published her debut memoir Mosaic and recently
completed a pilgrimage from India, through the Levant, and eventually
walked five hundred miles across the north coast of Spain along the Camino
del Norte. More of her poetry and prose can be found on her blog:
www.theperegrinepilgrim.com
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King Eiders - Emily Cayer

Utqiagvik

We came in search of the whale’s back
and instead, we found
its heart.
-Vanna Boccadori

Vanna Boccadori is a wildlife biologist from Butte, Montana.
Vanna and Emily Cayer recently took a trip to the Arctic in search of
migrating bowhead whales. They were fortunate enough to help a local Inuit
family process and cook a bowhead whale for the community, which inspired
this poem.
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Tending Fire
I know the secrets of wood. My father
never taught me how to build a fire,
so I watched him silently twist
newspapers around kindling and place
them where the flames were most needed.
I glimpsed what coals he raked
and when he reached for the tongs
to turn logs to control the burning.
He was the great conductor
of the family home, and I now
pirouette between andirons
and ashes in his memory. I like
to watch things burn. Old drafts
of words are the most satisfying
to see blacken on a hot black log.
First words that I have striked
and reordered stoke the fires
in my house and add fuel for all
I have discarded since my father’s body
entered the crematorium and never
returned. I wasn’t there when he first died.
-Eric Machan Howd
Eric Machan Howd (Ithaca, NY) is a professor of professional and technical
writing at Ithaca College. His poems have appeared in (selected) "Nimrod,"
"River City," "The Healing Muse," and "Yankee Magazine." Eric is also a
candidate for an MFA in Creative Writing (Poetry) at the Vermont College
of Fine Arts. He lives, loves, and writes with his glorious spouse and their two
cats, Byron and Footnote.
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The Mountain Lion
Through the smoke of wildfires,
the mountain lion had the same tint as the moon—
dark copper, as well as I could see
through the haze that burned my eyes,
what, at first I thought was a deer,
but too low to the ground,
and it’s body, a different kind of mass:
tendon and muscle at work under the skin,
the visible strength,
his vessel and passenger.
Where the smog held low to the valley
he climbed
the zig-zag of a deer trail
like flames climb
into tree tops
to ferry substances
no longer bound to earth,
which still
require a path
to be set free.
-Alex Leavens
Alex Leavens has worked as a naturalist for the Portland Audubon Society,
backcountry ranger and firefighter in the Olympic National Park, and primitive
survival instructor in Southern Utah. His poetry has appeared in Cirque: A
Journal for the North Pacific Rim, Windfall: A Journal of Poetry of Place,
Perceptions Magazine, Clover: A Literary Rag, Tiny Seed Literary Journal,
Frogpond, and Modern Haiku.
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On Living
"Fire plays an important and critical role in influencing
vegetation and the lifecycles of trees and plant communities.
Many species are dependent on fire.”
Controlled Burning, “Historic Role of Fire,”
The United States Department of Agriculture

Pray on fire, write on fire.
Sweat like the chef who feeds
the steam engine, arms thick
and smoked like turkey legs, feathers afloat.
Flames dissipate, spew floating ash, cool
chalky, that irritates the eyes, that billows in plumes,
that smudges and blackens soft, blunt charcoal.
Singe like a razor, sanitized by fire.
Burn in the dead afternoon.
Burn in your own boring swamp.
Fish your commute out from the hiss
of the changing channels. Flames lick,
flames jump freeways, flames smoulder.
Smudging prayer, smudging paper,
smudging the air with nearly silent sizzle.
Slow, small,
controlled burn.
Recycle your nutrients, restore your
ecosystem’s health, prepare yourself
for new trees and vegetation.
Pray on fire, write on fire.
-Annabelle Bonebrake
My work has been previously published in Cathexis Northwest Press, Cardio
Arts, and the Northridge Review. I graduated with a BA in English and a
teaching credential from CSU, Northridge in 2018. I currently live and teach in
the San Fernando Valley.
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Burn Baby Burn - Michelle Wittensoldner
Firelight Rite
Indian Summer incantations I
Whisper through a forest canopy,
A blanket with loose weaves to
Peek into celestial gymnastics.
I flick my pocket knife open and shut
To the rhythm of a grandfather clock,
A fire embers and boyish faces quiet
as cicadas begin their evening gossip.
Prayers in the wilderness, not for safety
Or clarity – but rather assured
Fortitude as the night blackens and the
Coyotes hide for they are the
Hunted.
-Tyler Grant
I am a lawyer and writer in New York. I am graduate of Washington and
Lee University and University of Virginia School of Law. My poetry appears
in Tiny Seed Literary Journal, Door Is A Jar, Prometheus Dreaming, and
Cathexis Northwest Press.
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Ash
White moths without eyes
absent mouths, single winged
remnants
of combusted life
thermal motion
relieved of flame.
You weave wild,
lifted by swirling air
that catches you in its
confused grip, heat mixed
with cold. You rise and
you fall and you fall
and you land, decorating
my sleeve and my thigh as
I extend my fingers toward
the warm licks
roaring above your
steaming corpse.
I cry tears that purge your
smoke and you wander
away carried by a slow
southeasterly wind.
-Josephine Pino

Josephine is a biologist educator who has recently discovered that poetry,
teaching and science not only play well together, they help each other thrive.
She has published in El Portal, Cathexis NW, Curating Alexandria, Raw Art
Review, and Tiny Seed Literary Journal.
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Now, I am the Sunflower
I saw him once,
He was riding his ivory gold chariot,
From East to West.
He would end his journey at the far sea.
And everyday would come back home on his golden boat.
Love and admiration showered upon him endlessly.
He is known for spreading love and life.
But I could only see his youthful manly beauty.
His golden hair flashed upon me
Like a golden sunray beaming in the air.
He was the most handsome one
I have ever known?
I fell in love with him without reasons and thoughts.
With unblinking eyes, I would watch him all day long,
As he moved across the horizon,
Hoping and hoping, he would offer a glance at me.
Everyday again, and again.
Not to be noticed, only to be ignored.
Only to hold unrequited love, never to be reciprocated.
So, I continue to watch him as he passes through the
boundless blue.
Alas! In all vain.
I was told he loves another.
But he could not have his love,
Heartbroken, he made her laurel.
She was his love of life.
How could he love someone like me?
how can he offer his love when his heart is torn apart?
I pinned away and sat on a rock where I could watch him,
For nine days, without food and water,
I still stared at him forlornly as he passed around the earth
27

from day to night.
Even today I keep looking at him from the moment he rises
until he sets.
And I always face him over the course of the day.
I still gaze at him with love and melancholy.
Sadness transformed me into a beautiful golden hue just like
golden sun rays.
I am a sheer delight to everyone
But not to him.
In silence, I pine in pain.
Yet I gaze at him till eternity.
I Was Clytie,
She was Daphne,
He was and is Apollo,
Now I am the Sunflower.
-TabassumTahmina Shagufta Hussein

Note: This prose style poem is based on the Greek
Mythology of the Sunflower and of Daphne. The reference
is found in the Introduction to Mythology by Edith Hamilton.
Commentary on page 81
Tabassum.Tahmina.Shagufta Hussein lives in Dhaka Bangladesh. She is an MA
holder in British & American Literature. Now a Free-lance writer pursuing a
Masters in Human Resources. Her poems published in Our Poetry Archive
Anthology Spiritual Poetry Beyond Borders, The Pangolin Review, A Poem A
Day @poetrypotion, Rose Quartz Magazine, Ink and Sword Magazine.
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Old Fire

Old fire
Frightening
Remains once thriving
Dying slowly from
Relentless exhaustion
Watched with dread
Until dead
By those consumed by smoldering dread
Dreams perish in
Orange and red
Blue, yellow, even black
Smoke shrouds
Vapor crackles
Darkness falls
Glowing cinders
Radiate and flow
Releasing noxious fumes
A choking pall hangs
Stinging throats and eyes and hearts
Hell vanquishing a broken earth
Not yet as embers die,
Must be allowed to die,
To sanction hope
Beneath the ashes now gone cold
Once extinguished, in nightmares recalled
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Old fire
Relaxing
End of day
Fed slowly of
Bark and limb
Watched with fascination
Witnessing creation’s womb
Those blessed by the warmth see
Pixies dance in
Orange and red
Blue, yellow, even black
Curtains billow
Fountains erupt
Shadows play
Ashen bricks
Glow and fracture
Smoke winds and twirls
Lilliputian tornadoes spawned
Heart of a newborn star
Center of the thriving earth
Even as embers die,
Must be allowed to live,
To nurture hope
Beneath the ashes now gone cold
Once extinguished, fondly recalled
-Russell Willis
Russell Willis’s professional career began in engineering and moved to higher
education and later online education and ministry. He has a Ph.D. from Emory
University, and much of his teaching and writing is focused on the role of
technology in contemporary society and culture.
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Mesa Verde
Their pueblo palaces
climb to canyon ceilings
where paleo campfire
left blackened stone.
Kivas dug into earth
bury forgotten gods
but stars they worshipped
still hang in the sky.
For hundreds of years,
they lived on cliff edges
until they disappeared.
No footsteps left
behind.
Our world will not end
with a bang.
Our world will not end
with a whimper.
Our world will end
with scorching heat
with drought and famine
with our tribal children
sinking in sun shadows,
leaving all that they loved
behind.
-Brendan Praniewicz
Brendan Praniewicz is an English Instructor who teaches at Grossmont College.
I'm also a writer and a comedian.
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AIR
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Wind
Winds are weather lords.
They have a home
and are worshipped.
Winds ride green hills at night.
They guide people,
and are wild.
Air groans,
mutters, grunts.
In Goethe, winds wave
noiseless wings.
A sign of hurricane,
thunder-clouds
are called wind-wurzel
after the wide-spreading
root of a tree. Wind
is a cleanser like fire.
-Ariana Kramer
“Wind,” is based on text fragments from Teutonic Mythology written by
Jacob Grimm (1785–1863) and translated into English by James Steven
Stallybrass (1826–1888). Jacob and his brother Wilhelm are known as
the Brothers Grimm.
Ariana Kramer's poetry is inspired by her appreciation for the natural world
and the inner landscape. She lives in Taos, New Mexico where she works as a
freelance writer and for the Society of the Muse of the Southwest (SOMOS).
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Untouchable Sky
I’m watching this
morning fog claiming
her channels. A firm, open
mother’s palm
I can’t quite get under.
A piece of
the untouchable sky,
come down.
-Adriana Stimola

Adriana Stimola is a non-fiction literary agent, content consultant, mother and
ever-aspiring poet. She lives in the Hudson Valley of New York.
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Hurricane Season
Hurricane Alicia was the first named storm of the
1983 Hurricane season. For almost 20 years
this Category 3 storm held the record for damage
costs. The name Alicia was retired.
There is a certain black:
a whispering kind of darkness amplifying
sounds and smells dreams of light drawn
in shaky hands the damp sheets have slowly
found a way to the blackened floor cooling
in the five inch gap to the hardwood the pulse
of the smallest finger pumps out the seconds
steady grip on the corded edge of the mattress
day and night will continue as one the alarm
will not signal the dawn nor will it be necessary
to draw attention to the twenty minutes of peace
-C. Prudence Arceneaux

C. Prudence Arceneaux, a native Texan, earned a BA in Creative Writing
from the University of New Mexico and an MFA in Creative Writing, from
the University- formerly- known- as- Southwest- Texas- State. Her work has
appeared in various journals, including Limestone, Hazmat Review and
Inkwell. Her chapbook DIRT was awarded the Jean Pedrick Prize.
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Journey North
Sirocco winds,
birthed in the dune canyons
of the Sahara,
push out their breath
with the strength of a woman in labor,
echo the sounds of
Oud, Kora, Shekere and Algaita,
trumpet, elephant-like,
the story of their creation
on the journey north
to wed continents
in a tumultuous marriage
filled with turbulent hot air.
-Charlene Moskal
I am a Teaching Artist with The Alzheimer’s Poetry Project and a Fellow of
the New Jersey Writing Project in Las Vegas, Nevada.. My writing has been
published in numerous anthologies, magazines, and e-zines. My chapbook,
“One Bare Foot” by Zeitgeist Press has recently been released.
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Mulberry Storm
Heaven howled at sundown
then all night
pelted every window
shook every door
reminding me
when I was a child
and the great aunts
turned off the radio and all the lights
and whispered and watched
the clock.
Next morning tree limbs
on the roof rattled
no secrets from the bedroom ceiling.
Just a bit of plaster.
Old kitchen pipes gurgled.
Cold cellar floor puddled.
The east stone wall felt damp,
not breached.
Outside between the next door
downspout and mine
a small lake had pooled-twigs, leaves, dark fruit mash-all ripped in greedy storm
from my great old mulberry.
Soldiering stagnation
I stood in stiff black boots,
thrashed a ragged straw broom,
until the clogged drains cleared
and the walkway
between neighbors swept
of debris, but not of silence...
This moat between the new
invisible landlord
and my ancient roots.
-Yvonne
Yvonne - First poetry editor of Aphra and Ms., Yvonne has received poetry NEAs
(1974, 1984) and a Leeway (2003) for fiction (as Yvonne Chism-Peace). Anthologies
featuring her poems include: Bosque Press #8, Foreign Literary Journal #1, Quiet
Diamonds 2018, 161 One-Minute Monologues from Literature, This Sporting Life, Bless
Me, Father: Stories of Catholic Childhood, Catholic Girls, Tangled Vines, Celebrations: A
New Anthology of Black American Poetry, Pushcart Prize, and We Become New.
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Unfurling - Laura Stone

Tree Dance
Tree glistening
in wet
soft breeze
glittering leaves
dancing
alive
joyful
rejoicing in rain
and summer’s day.
-Duane L. Herrmann

Duane L. Herrmann, internationally published, award-winning poet and historian, has
held a variety of teaching and other positions, now retired. His history and poetry
have won awards and are translated into several languages. His sci fi novel: Escape
from Earth, has just been published. His full-length collections of poetry are: Prairies of
Possibilities, Ichnographical: 173, and Praise the King of Glory. His poetry has received
the Robert Hayden Poetry Fellowship, inclusion in American Poets of the 1990s, the
Map of Kansas Literature (website), Kansas Poets Trail and others.
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The Bond
When I was just a speck of dust
and floating through the verse,
I dreamed that I'd become a planet,
vast and more diverse.
As luck would have it,
there I grew—
and grew, and grew, and grew—
embracing all this “gravitation,”
now I’m round and blue.
Across my surface flows a liquid integral to life,
and as it spreads it cuts through rock,
and slices like a knife.
It nourishes organic compounds energized by light
a rather simple molecule
with rather complex might.
Without this liquid flowing freely,
flowers would not grow
the trees would wilt,
and there would be
no seeds for you to sow.
The land would dry
as breezes try
to soar beyond a gust,
and storms would rage,
and winds would howl,
and clouds would turn to dust.
And as my surface slowly dried
and mountains start to quake,
a blaze would spread and burn the land
with ashes in its wake.
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And there I’d be
without a sea,
a river, or a stream.
A giant rock just floating there
with little self-esteem.
But luckily for you and me
two atoms made a bond,
and now I'm covered in these oceans,
rivers, lakes, and ponds.
So here I float around the Sun
and feel it’s warm embrace.
I carry life throughout the verse
a giant rock in space.
-Tyler Saffell

There is nothing more fascinating than the splendor of space. I spend a lot of
my time merely thinking about the cosmos and our place within it. I’ve spent
many hours gazing through my telescope in awe of the heavens just
wondering what it would be like to be out among the stars. I’ve been writing
poetry for the last fifteen years, but I’ve only recently started to submit my
work. I enjoy telling stories through my poetry and more importantly, writing
what I am passionate about. Nothing is more satisfying to me then when I am
able to both tell a story through my poems while at the same time educating
with real facts. My only hope is that when someone reads one of my poems
that spark of awe and inspiration ignites the same fire within them that has
kept me warm for the last fifteen years.
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Kinetic Ghosts
Through tumultuous gales,
I’ve braved the elements,
no windbreaker or survival implements to my name.
Sifting through the rubble,
picking up shards and junkyard waste,
aghast at fragments of who I was.
Rest lies in the transparent seasons of nature.
No omission of despair,
or need to conceal the truth.
Safety may be on the horizon,
one can never be too sure.
Looking past the glass and sheets of rain,
I finally see the truth.
It’s the one leaf on a barren November tree,
stuck to a spiders web.
Spinning frantically in the wind,
tethered to a strong branch,
unwilling to let go,
tree or leaf.
Gossamer thread holds
them together,
just outside the possibility of a dream realized.
-Tanja Tomlinson
Tanja Tomlinson is a poet who lives in beautiful British Columbia with her
husband and two young children. She is a nurse, belly dancer, nature and
animal lover.
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Monarch Days
A gesture of yearning or an open book,
Slowly she spreads her stained-glass wings
Opening, closing, steadily, calmly
Nestled in a dogwood tree, flaming like a yule log on Christmas Eve.
As a squirrel scolds a jay
She dances across the lawn on air currents, erratic in early fall,
escaped from a Tiffany lamp
to taunt the chipmunks.
Taking shelter in the shade, she alights on a cedar log
that Jack hauled to the street
in a red wheelbarrow,
still fragrant from the cut.
-Jennifer Gauthier

Jennifer Gauthier is a recovering academic who recently discovered a passion for
creative writing of all kinds. She is inspired by the natural setting of her home in
Southwestern Virginia.
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Cicada
seven, ten, seventeen years
away and interred, churning the fecund rot until
a soundless alarm directs them skyward
they emerge from their quasi-graves as nymphs
molting to faeries, eyes wideset,
membranous-winged cherubim from the dirt
they don’t burst anew as the phoenix,
nor vengeful as a locust plague,
but nevertheless into the bright awful daylight they swarm
predator satiation it is called, the sudden scourge of
cicadas everywhere, an arbitrary rout of the outer world—
they can eat some of us, but they can’t eat all of us
their infestation serves reminder of our surmountability,
the sheer volume of their calls echoes
our species’ desperation to court, sing, mate—fly from death
and behind they will leave a new generation to burrow
into the darkness,abide as we bury our dead among
them,
listen to our songs of praise and mourning
and await their own go at the light.
-James Swansbrough
I have my BA from Davidson College and MFA from Sewanee. I was named
Honorable Mention for the 2019 Yeats Poetry Award, and my work has
appeared or is forthcoming in Cagibi, Cathexis Northwest, The Write Launch,
and Please See Me, and the Free State Review.
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Weathered
Taken out of thunderstorms
they’ve seen
how kindly weathered all your
time has been.
-Sam Kaspar

An avid rower and hiker, Sam finds nature themes to be the most *ahem*
natural starting point for writing. A Canadian working in the US as a
physician, Sam treasures the development of all parts of the mind with equal
value. Poetry is one of his authentic joys in life.
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Late Spring
spring air is so enduring
walk to that white maple

metronome marking cadences
footsteps over the ivy bridge
a castle green-enrobed in

herbs, perfume of Narcissus, hope
luminous play in moonlit midnight cities
squeeze your berrylike eyes against the ripeness
what that scent of millet and hay

she always loved the spring, you say
-James McGovern

James McGovern is a student on Oxford University’s MSt Creative Writing
programme, and he previously completed a BA in English Literature at the
same university. He loves to read and write in disparate genres, including
‘literary fiction’, fantasy and SF, narrative nonfiction and, of course, poetry. He
is also Assistant Editor at Vernon Press, an academic publisher.
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Sky Meets Water - Martha Nance
Martha Nance is a physician whose iPhone was very happy a few years ago
when it learned that it could take photographs. It happily keeps itself busy,
especially on trips away from home, as it sees new and interesting and
unfamiliar things!
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Atmosphere pops temples like balloons, using
just pressure.
These seas of air outlining the seen
are as reactionary as any
body,
shifting with whatever and wherever
they feel.
-Alex Shapiro

Alex Wells Shapiro is a poet and artist from New York, living in Chicago. He
received his MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2017. A
former athlete, much of Alex’s work physicalizes interpersonal and
environmental relationships. He has recently published or forthcoming work in
Storm Cellar, unstamatic, Genre: Urban Arts, and Digging Through the Fat.
More of his work may be found at www.alexwellsshapiro.com.
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EARTH
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Awash in the Desert
He stoops and rubs his hand
across the rough stubble
of the mown wheat
and stares up into the noon sun
which reflects like a beacon
off the mostly empty silo
waiting for the mull truck
to kick up the dust
from the long track
off the highway.
He sifts the parched soil
through leathery fingers
and recalls the sea
of green that once stretched
as far as he could see
from the left of the barn
its doors now drooping
from progressing dry rot.
He remembers another sea
and the fertile paddies
the rice plants
beginning the slow shift
from green to golden yellow
stained here and there
the crimson of a fallen comrade.
He tastes the bitter soil
and realizes this land, too
is a place fit only for dying.
-Louis Faber
Louis Faber's poems have appeared in Exquisite Corpse, Rattle, Eureka
Literary Magazine, Borderlands: the Texas Poetry Review, Midnight Mind,
Pearl, Midstream, European Judaism, Greens Magazine, The Amethyst
Review, Afterthoughts, The South Carolina Review and Worcester Review,
among many others, and has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
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Life Cycle - Joan Kantor
Life Cycle
Once a brilliant green jewel
in a treetop’s crown
this fading brown leaf
on its journey back to soil
slow-motion wobbles
while floating down
to rest
on a small patch of ragged grass
where perfectly outlined in shadow
and the melting edge of November’s snow
it will silently wait to disintegrate
to nourish new life
beneath
a heavy shroud
of wintry white
-Joan Kantor
Joan Kantor is the author of five poetry collections. She won First Place for
poetry in both The 2015 Writers Digest Self Published Book Awards and the
2013 Hackney Literary Awards. She has been a been a mentor and judge in
the Sunken Garden Poetry Festival’s Fresh Voices program, and currently
performs in Stringing Words Together, a violin and poetry duo.
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Where you’ve gone
*after Ada Limon
Confession: I did not want to live here,
not among the white pine, Indian Paint Brush,
or the poplars, not waist-high in the lily pads
that frame the bay, not with turkey hunters
and ice-fisherman, nor the purple winds
that bring down trees. Not even with the call
of loons, the scream of eagles
as they soar above our red roof
that, like a flag, calls out the name of my new
country. I denied it, this land. But love,
I’ll concede this: I’m here with you among
the black bear and Northern Lights
and white tailed deer our city friends point to
when they wonder where it is we’ve gone.
-Janice S Fuller

I am a poet who lives and writes in the desert of Tucson and on a lake in
Wisconsin. I have degrees in English and Communication Disorders; spent my
career as a speech pathologist. My poems have been published in From the
Depths, Gyroscope Review, The Heartland Review, and The Remembered Arts
Journal among others.
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The Watershed of Hemlock Lake
She calls her waters down—
pond and stream and spring—
and they seep as frogs peep
when we slosh
In deep puddles
spilling forth.
Rain drips among the thorn
of briar rose. Creeks rise;
the rushes sway as water runs
through gas well ruts, smoothing stone,
carrying mud across the marks of deer
in the long grass;
streaming across the sodden pastures,
damming among beaver’s logs
but driven still—
restless
with her will.
-Patricia Thrushart

Patricia Thrushart has published two books, Little Girl Against The Wall, and
Yin and Yang. Her work appears regularly in The Watershed Journal, a
regional literary magazine of Northwestern Pennsylvania, and on the websites
Dark Horse Appalachia and North/South Appalachia. Her poems have been
published in Tiny Seed, The Brookville Mirror, Clarion University’s Tobeco, The
Avocet, Still Point Arts Quarterly, The Pittsburgh Post Gazette, Feminine
Collective and The Pennsylvania Poetry Society’s Magazine PENNESSENCE.
She is an active member of the local writers’ community, presenting workshop
sessions and participating in live poetry readings.
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Green Veil, Oceans of Petals, Black-Eyed
- Caitlin Crowley
I re-examine the surrounding world with my photography:
taking a second, closer look, to realize the texture of plant
life or see previously unnoticed details for the first time, or
the change in perception a strange angle creates. This
leads me to photographing small objects in extreme
macro, things old and forgotten, and the natural world.
Caitlin Crowley is a film photographer based out of Fort Wayne,
Indiana. Caitlin has been shooting film since 2007, and currently
shoots film exclusively. Going beyond shooting, developing, and
printing, she also rolls her own film from odd format film from a
1,000 ft stockpile. Always interested in sharing knowledge, Caitlin
wrote the award winning guide 'Photography for Students and
Artists', available from Blurb.com. Please visit www.bigcurlstudio.com
to view more artwork, request prints or more information.
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Ode to Sand (Indiana Dunes)

Henry Chandler Cowles, at the University of Chicago, developed a more formal concept of succession.
Cowles studied vegetation development on the ever moving sand dunes on the southern shores of Lake
Michigan (the Indiana Dunes). He first published this work as a paper in the Botanical Gazette in 1899
("The ecological relations of the vegetation of the sand dunes of Lake Michigan").

1. Imagine the journey sand makes,
ten thousand years,
jewels the ice sheet lost
melting into a new sea,
water sweet as rain,
nature’s most patient mill
grinding its meal of quartz.
2. Waves deliver it here,
grain upon grain.
Free, it cannot rest.
It erases our footprints,
steals the dropped key,
mars the lovers’ damp skin,
hides inside the shoes
worn home.
3. Marram grass was the first
to find a way to grow in sand,
it’s bending in the breeze
a koan as we walk through.
The cottonwoods next
know the sand will give them nothing.
They spread their roots,
thrust toward the sun,
will not be buried.
In the heat of June
the sand is rife
with snowy seeds.
The jack pines, backing up,
ragged fighters
ever green with spite,
always hungry–
their armored cones dream of fire,
waiting to explode.
4. They work in tandem,
wind and sand,
remembering former spells, epochs,
barren times loved best,
cataclysmic skies, rains of cinders,
the sun choked by vapor and ash,
droughts and conflagrations,
ice pushing in from the poles,
life driven back to its margins,
hiding as the inanimate world
resumes its rightful rule.
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5. We climb the front of the dune
using a path that curves around
the blowout shaped like a theater
where music is played,
a few ancient trees, whittled down,
brittle and gray,
stand exposed once more
at the back where the wind
off the water
lifts the sand uphill.
6. On top the high dune is rippled, ribbed,
sand blowing around our ankles,
its tickle, its tease
never betraying its true intention.
Behind us Lake Michigan
fills half the world,
before us, the land lays flat,
the confident green of summer,
fecund, abounding, singing,
never questioning its place.
7. The dune demands we learn to fly,
steep and sliding on the leeward side,
bounding like those men on the moon.
The old house at the bottom
is nearly entombed,
front porch strangled by wild grape.
We can still see where the parlor was,
the sand pouring in
when the roof collapsed,
floorboards covered,
the message
a lizard scrawled there,
and a coyote’s meal,
bones waiting to be cast.
-Steve Brammell
Hoosier prodigal son returned home. I lived for many years in the Deep South
and wrote for Alabama Magazine, Birmingham Magazine and others. I've
recently had poems published in Tiny Seed Literary Journal, RavensPerch,
White Wall Review, Northwest Indiana Literary Journal, and a forthcoming
poem in Flying Island Literary Journal. I live in Indianapolis and work in the
wine trade.
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Will to Life
one over nothing
in succession
in the covering
this of the new snow
soundlessly
the hills
the environs
unfolding
toward somewhere
migratory instinct
lightly threaded
overhead
I admit I know
not what to do
finding these things here
declared
foregrounded
and apart from me
this doubt
as a form of body
I’ve eaten more
than I can digest
-Samuel Gilpin
Samuel Gilpin is a poet originally from Portland, OR, living in Las Vegas, NV,
as a Black Mountain Institute Ph.D. Fellow in Poetry at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas. A Prism Review Poetry Contest winner, he is currently
serving as the Poetry Editor of Witness Magazine.
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Earth - Jill Boyles

Jill Boyles' photography has appeared in Literary Cargo, Passporte Gallery;
Light, Space, Time Art Gallery; Forage Poetry and others. Her website is
jillboylesphotographer.com.
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Piece
Dormant tree trunk shadows on snow,
the perfect slate,
sheet music on the meadow.
The crow flies a scale,
rearing up punctuates the arpeggio.
Deer hoofs plant staccato points,
leaves lay in pause,
branches bow the slurred notes,
a coiled snake
the bass clef down low.
The sun leaves the scene
pressures change,
wind sends the piece
played into the valley below.
-Shawn Milburn
Shawn Milburn grew up in California and has stuck close to home, living with
his family near San Francisco. When not managing a hotel near the Golden
Gate, Shawn will usually be in his wood shop making gifts for friends.
Shawn’s poetry has appeared in Typishly, and will soon appear in the Raw
Art Review and Tiny Seed Literary Journal.
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Preserve
We were cold toes in the muddy Virgin River,
laugh echoes trapped in a peachy Utah mountain cage,
burnt cheeks under eyelashes coagulating tears with dust,
jelly limbs after climbing rock face and steep hiking for miles.
We were just throwing water and
slipping on blue-green algae of flathead river stones.
We were living in a sliver and wanting for no thing.
-Sara Brown

Sara Brown is a recent literature graduate from Stockton University in New
Jersey who spends about 89% outside and focuses on poetry and creative
nonfiction about her travels. She is also a practicing landscape photographer
who has had work published in Into the Void mag as well as Camas magazine.
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Road Less Traveled - Allison Paoli

Find my poetry, art, and photographs via www.theprose.com/ALifeWitArt,
Instagram "ALifeWitArt," and several publications distributed by Prolific Press.
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The Four Directions
East
Dawn ushers in spring
robin songs wake Earth’s sleepers
run to red dusk, Go
South
Breathe in summer air
accept balance from long light
run with Deer heart, Go
West
autumn afternoon
water soothes our sacrifice
tread lightly home, Go
North
winter evening
fire brings prayer and patience
I have arrived, home
- Keri Hakan
Keri Hakan was born and raised in Missouri but currently lives, loves and
writes in Oregon. She holds a B.A. in English, a minor in Philosophy and is a
certified Holistic Nutritionists. She has a recent publication in the Spring 2019
edition of Windfall A Journal of Poetry of Place.
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Dandelion Devotional
Well, it is better that someone love them.—Frank O’Hara

Dandelions are disrobing all over America

shedding their petals in meadows and parkways
kindling the warm cloth of the world
First Street and Cherry, Friday at five
All the bright blossoms
All this light in the air
Dandelions, those dimestore girls, everywhere
-Jill Neimark

I am an author of adult and children's fiction and nonfiction, a journalist, and
have published poetry and essays in The Rumpus, Los Angeles Review, Aeon,
The Massachusetts Review, Cimarron Review, Borderlands, Columbia Review.
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The Pull
Sleeping beneath

open skies, touched
by waves of wind
so crisp and cool that the
bugs have long left and
all you can do is pull
the next long breath of it
to take another taste,

knowing you’re lucky to be here
beneath new moon skies so clear
that you can almost peep
the heavens, illuminated by
the stars you
almost never see.
-Josh Nicolaisen

Josh Nicolaisen has taught English in both public and private schools for more
than ten years. He spends summers as a Caretaker on Squam Lake’s historic
Chocorua (Church) Island and lives in New Hampshire with his wife, Sara,
and their daughters, Grace and Azalea. Josh's poems have recently appeared
in Writers Resist, The Poets of New England: Volume 1 (Underground Writers
Association), and Indolent Books' online project, What Rough Beast.
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Something of the Marvelous - Amy Stonestrom
Amy Stonestrom is an emerging writer from western Wisconsin. She is
currently an MFA candidate in Bay Path University's creative nonfiction
program. Her essays and photography have been published in Brevity, Storm
Cellar, Superstition, Wanderlust Journal, Montana Mouthful and others. You
can find her at amystonestrom.com
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Not Dot.Com Calm
i. But Bio Chary
Immensely fertile Amazonian loam,
terra preta was formed either intentionally
or by circumstance in indigenous
communities millennia ago.
Upon examination, that dirt was found
to contain charcoal, pottery shards,
scraps of food, bones and (let’s speak
plainly) human plus animal shit.
In other words, it got created by/within/beneath
kitchen middens well as trash heaps
then later, by purposefully mixing biomass
with compost into depleted soil.
The decomposed garbage char
fostered unbelievably rich fecundity
for growing diverse crops
to nourish otherwise poor farmers’ families.
Referred to as “the lungs of the planet,”
with deforestation exacerbating drought,
this corrupted organ, which once supplied 20% of the
world’s fresh water, now emits more CO2 than captured
-Gerard Sarnat
Gerard Sarnat MD’s authored HOMELESS CHRONICLES (2010), Disputes,
17s, Melting Ice King (2016). Gerry’s published by Gargoyle, Oberlin, Harvard,
Brown, Stanford, Main Street Rag, New Delta Review, American Journal Of
Poetry, Poetry Quarterly, Brooklyn Review, LA Review, San Francisco
Magazine, New York Times. MountAnalogue selected KADDISH for
distribution nationwide Inauguration Day.
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Shifting Seasons
The four of seasons feels unhitched this year.
No crisp day or chill night for need of shawl.
October bathes in slow sun, forswears weary
winter. No bawling geese fly in vee-shaped crawl.
These warm days wear like a gold bracelet.
Demeter forestalls the close of shiftless summer,
and Persephone, goddess of grain, breath of harvest,
reined in estival green, forecasts autumn.
Gathering in, Mother and Daughter, forlorn,
await the fortune of unbridled spring
when seeds are cast for seedlings born,
foretell the yonder song of northbound wings.
So reigns the cycle of seasons, four in round,
harnessing wind, river, fire, ground.
-Jo Barbara Taylor

Jo Barbara Taylor lives near Raleigh, NC. Her poems, fiction and academic
writing have appeared in journals, magazines and anthologies, more recently,
North Carolina Literary Review and Broad River Review. She has published
four chapbooks and a full-length collection, How to Come and Go (Chatter
House Press). She leads a poetry writing “funshop” in Durham.
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Great Blue Heron - Susan Bray

I love the Great Blue Heron and when I saw this guy land in the bay near
Florence, Oregon I just had to try to get a photo. I think it turned out pretty
good for an amateur.
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Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Pinecone
Petrified artichoke;
miniature pineapple;
flowerless bud;
raccoon’s shuttlecock;
scepter of seeds;
mosquitoes' drinking cup;
snout of the bear
that follows you home;
Fibonacci's dreamscape;
3-D mandala;
missile launched
by squirrel or owl;
nature's prayer wheel
hunted by children
with sap-sticky fingers;
many-tongued mantra;
tiny Phoenix
opening its wings
in the fire.
-Gwen Hart

Gwen Hart teaches writing at Buena Vista University in Storm Lake, Iowa.
Her second poetry collection, The Empress of Kisses, won the X. J. Kennedy
Poetry Prize from Texas Review Press.
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Nuage à Trois
On the eve of the sixth day of Creation,
When God made Adán and Eva,
He made him into a man
But He gave her special powers.
The gift of beauty,
Breasts that swayed
Defiant of all His laws
As they floated parallel to her heart,
Perpendicular to earth’s spirit.
He placed in her body the womb
He possessed in His voice—
Womb, the noun and the Verb—
Like Him, she too possessed
The ability create life in her own image.
Other women that would have
Dominion over man and God
Also came from
Her: Mary, the mother of Jesus,
Who would later appear
To el indio Juan Diego as La Guadalupana;
And Mary, the most beloved of Jesus’s disciples—
Known as La Magdalena—
Who conceived His children
By the Holy Spirit
She preached with her life.
In the beginning,
God created all things;
He made them man and woman
Man and woman He made them,
Or so He— in His infinite eloquence— thought.
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After He created Eva,
God lost the ability to create,
Grew tired and rested:
He created nothing else, no one else.
She became the mother
Of all the living, the dead, and the unborn.
He didn’t make them
Man and woman:
He made Adán human,
But her—
He made Her a Goddess.
-Jose Luis Oseguera

Jose Oseguera is an LA-based writer of poetry, short fiction and literary
nonfiction. Having grown up in a primarily immigrant, urban environment, Jose
has always been interested in the people and places around him, and the
stories that each of these has to share. He seeks to write about the accounts in
marginalized people’s lives that often go untold and the beauty in the urban
landscapes that goes overseen. His writing has been featured in Meat for Tea,
Sky Island Journal, The Esthetic Apostle, The McNeese Review, and The Main
Street Rag. His work has also been nominated for the "Best of the Net" award
and the "Pushcart Prize."
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A Crucial Moment - Elizabeth Dennis
Elizabeth Dennis is a freelance writer and photographer based out of
Virginia. When not photographing nature, she aims to capture the moments
when humans action is inextricably wild, blurry and raw - true nature.

Swamp
beneath
moonlit clouds,
a swamp's symphony
takes hold.
crickets echo
the stars light,
a constant choir
of our sleepless night.
- Daisy Stone
Daisy Stone- enjoys writing poetry, & walking in nature with her dog.
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Hammock Harmonies
Cradled in the gentle breeze, I sway back and forth,
studying the cerulean sky.
Daylight breaks through curtains of clouds,
spotlighting trees which extend bark chandeliers,
their pine cone candles flickering in the midday sun.
Grasshoppers softly draw bow legs against violin wings,
beetles rattle and shake percussion instruments
of abdomen, shell, and thorax.
Bees buzz brightly into trumpets and trombones.
I lie my head back and listen
as this sweet symphony subdues my eyelids closed.
My ears consumed by the charming opera of the birds.
Leaves rustle in applause after Sparrow’s sentimental aria,
and as the orchestra begins its overture,
I join in the ovation,
my heart clapping in my chest.
Cloud curtains close with bittersweet goodbyes.
I wonder what other melodies I've missed.
-Hannah Botkin

Hannah Botkin is a student and writer at the University of North Carolina
Wilmington. When her nose isn't in a book, she enjoys lying in her
hammock, swing dancing, and working with animals.
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Brandy Station - John Kinney

I teach ESL and Linguistics at Northern Virginia Community College.
My photographs were recently published in the Nassau Journal and in
Float Magazine. I am currently photographing the Virginia Piedmont.
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Sambre Canal, outside Ors, France, 4 November 2018.
Commentary:
This photograph was taken near the site of poet Wilfred
Owen’s death a century earlier. Posthumously famous for
poems such as “Anthem for Doomed Youth,” “Dulce et
Decorum Est,” “Strange Meeting,” and “Spring Offensive,”
Wilfred Owen was a Lieutenant in the British Expeditionary
Force during the Great War. His first deployment to France
ended when he was incapacitated by a mental breakdown,
and he was treated for shell shock at Craiglockhart War
Hospital before returning to combat. A week before the
Armistice that ended the War, Owen’s Manchester
Regiment was attempting to cross the Sambre-Oise Canal
under heavy machinegun fire when he was killed. He was
awarded the Military Cross and is buried in the communal
cemetery at Ors.
Influenced deeply by Romanticism yet confronted with a war
that obliterated lives, landscapes, and values, Wilfred Owen’s
poetry expressed a tension between the rejuvenating beauty
of the natural world and the horrors of the Western Front.
- Frank Fucile
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Now, I am the Sunflower
Commentary:
There are three major myths regarding the Sunflower. (1)
Clytie gradually metamorphized into the Sunflower while
gazing at the Sun. (2) Gods out of pity turned her into a
Sunflower to put to an end to her sadness (3) Clytie was
bitterly jealous of Leucothoe whom Apollo Loved. Clytie
disclosed the secret love affair to Leucothoe's father. And
then He killed Leucothoe. Apollo hated Clytie. She wasted
away into misery before turning into a flower.
Bringing Daphne in the poem is my own poetic imagination.
I wanted to show Apollo’s failure in love. The Sunflower
myth is interpreted in a spiritual way. Interpreted as loyalty,
truth, and faithfulness. But in my poem the Sunflower
remembers her eternal quest for love, what she was and her
love of Apollo as well as her understanding of Apollo’s
rejection. The poem shows with clarity the physical attraction
of Clytie transforms into a platonic one.
The narrator of the poem reveals her, Daphne and Apollo’s
identity at the end of the bottom with dramatic suspense.
The poem is about the attraction then transformation of
platonic love. I have used narrative storytelling technique in
the poem. I have gone through different versions of
Sunflower myths while writing this poem. Some references
and imagery may sound familiar. It is not intentional. This is
an experimental work. I have read various versions of
Sunflower including Edith Hamilton's version.
-TabassumTahmina Shagufta Hussein
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"Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your
one wild and precious life? "
- Mary Oliver
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